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Created by John Macgowan, Instructor ICI/PRO 
Training Type: Muscular Endurance & Climbing Strength Training 
Working HR Zones: T1 (Aerobic Threshold) to T2 (Anaerobic Threshold AT/LT) 
Total Class Length: 60 minutes 
 
Profile Description 
This profile is the companion Audio PROfile for the Epic Planet DVD Epic Red Wing.  
His, Hers & Ours will also work great as the profile for a class not using the video.  
 
Objective and Intensity 
Epic Red Wing is an Endurance profile where you and your Tandem partner are leading a group 
of cyclists over the next 60 minutes. The two of you are committed to pulling your group at a 
fast, yet maintainable pace - with your primary objective being to demonstrate your fitness to 
those behind you. To do this you will want to keep your intensity at the level where you are 
challenged, yet confident, all the way to the end.  
This video features yours truly and my faithful Stoker (it’s not Stroker) Amy Macgowan riding our 
Tandem (we call it the Bus) along the Mississippi river, which is the east west boundary of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin. The title of this Audio PROfile; His, Hers & Ours, comes from how 
Amy and I have very different preferred cadences and yet our pedals are locked together, 
forcing us to pedal at the same speed. As a considerate Tandem Captain I will make 
continuously gearing changes in the attempt to satisfy both of us. In our case I switch between:  
 
His – 80ish RPM 
15 years as a cyclist has me preferring to spin a small gear in the high 80’s.  
 
Hers – 70ish RPM 
Amy is very strong and after 18 years as the Senior Group Fitness Instructor in our family she’s 
very aerobically fit. She prefers to push a big gear at a cadence around 70 RPM. 
 
Ours – 60ish RPM 
Riding a Tandem has you seated for long periods of time and a saddle break on level ground 
requires some additional coordination to smoothly get up and out. We’ve found that a very big 
gear @ ~60 RPM will give us something to stand on and have us looking like we are the 
matched pair that we truly are when we come up and out ☺  
 
The challenge of this ride is in maintaining a consistent ground speed which is an indication of 
Power Output while making the frequent changes to your cadence. If your pedal speed slows 
your load has to increase and visa versa.   
 
Music Selection 
The structure of the class is in the video! I have a suggested playlist at the end of this. I find it 
maddening to attempt to time my playlist music perfectly to the video. Focus your efforts on the 
first and last climbs and then run with it. If you have good music it always seems to work out ☺    
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Suggestions for teaching with video 
When I teach to a video, I always ride in the front row, along with my class. I do this for multiple 
reasons: 

• If you are up front, facing the class, you can’t see the information presented in the 
video. 

• We ride as a team. I find this a wonderful chance to encourage everyone ride near me, 
minimizing students scattered around the room. 

• The closeness adds a level of energy that I find difficult to replicate when I’m teaching at 
them. 

• We have mirrors in the front of our studio and I position myself so I can see everyone 
and keep an eye on them. 

• Riding in front of a mirror helps me to see my own form. 

• It gives me a chance to hear what my class hears and learn the proper volume for my 
mic and music.  

 
Information available in this video. 
The graphic across the bottom, from left to right, communicates: 

• Training Zones – I find these confusing as they don’t reflect the Training Zones I use 
when I teach. I ask that everyone ignore this. 

• % Average Grade – Here’s your chance to help everyone understand how steep the hill 
is, as most people have no clue what % grade = a steep climb.  I personally like to draw 
comparisons with local roads in our area but you may want to describe them this way: 

o +1-2% is when you feel you are going up. 
o +3% is the safe limit for railroad tracks over mountain passes. 
o +4% is considered to be a decent climb that will have your legs burning and HR 

at T2 (AT/LT) if it’s of any length. 
o +6% is the maximum grade of a modern highway and is a very serious climb 

that has you in your granny gear, out of the saddle and questioning whether or 
not you will make it to the top. 

o +8% (or more) is get-off-and-walk for all but the Billy goats in your class.   
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• Current Ride Position – The distance between each vertical line is 5 minutes. I find that 
this is easily understood by my class and helps them gauge their efforts so that they 
finish feeling like they were successful. 

• Terrain Profile -  

• Ride Timer – Shows the time elapsed.  

• Climb counter (top RH corner) – Counts down the time remaining in each climb  
     

 
 
Note: this video is a full 60 minutes long with no cool down. If your class is actually 55 mins with 5 
minutes of cool down and stretch, I suggest you fast forward (advance to the next chapter) the video 
when you see there’s 15 minutes left. This will start the final 10 min climb and leave you 5 minutes at the 
end.  

 
Segment #1 Introduction and Initial Warm-up (5 Minutes) 
I begin by introducing myself and explaining the profile; Hi, my name is John Macgowan and 
today I have a special treat for everyone! We will be riding to this video set along the bluffs of 
the Mississippi river valley, the border of Minnesota and Wisconsin. We’re riding a Tandem 
today and over the next 60 minutes we will all experience some of the unique challenges that 
come from riding a bicycle built for two. The class is broken into 5 segments and I’ll explain 
each along the way. Over these first 5 minutes we will get you warmed up and then we will 
conquer an 8 minute climb. During the climb I will take you through a simple assessment of your 
aerobic threshold Heart Rate. Then we will ride along with the video; through the flat section and 
over rolling hills working aerobically. All of this is in preparation for the big climb at the end! Not 
to worry. I see all of you as accomplished endurance athletes and believe each of you will be 
able to ride and finish with us at the top. Right now I would like everyone to find a comfortable 
cadence and add enough load into your pedals so you are feeling productive with each pedal 
stroke.  
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Segment #2 - 8 minute climb and T1 (Aerobic Threshold) Assessment  
I like to include a simple assessment in every class I teach. I feel it helps my students connect 
with the feelings of crossing metabolic thresholds and gets them thinking about distinct Training 
Zones; below T1, between T1 & T2 and above T2. The 5 zone systems I’m used to working with 
has T1 at the base of Zone 3 and T2 AT/LT at the top of Zone 3.  
 
In the past I have referred to T1 as your JRA (Just Riding Along) heart rate. There’s a lot of 
research that identifies this first threshold like the Foster talk-test. I have found, over years of 
teaching endurance classes, that it’s easiest for my student to feel T1 early in their warm-up. 
This assessment can become part of the typical warm-up surges or accelerations you are 
normally teaching to raise your student’s level of intensity. 
 
Instead of using a subjective RPE number, I prefer to give everyone a tangible (objective) 
feeling that they can relate to the range of HRs T1 and T2.  
They are: 

• Below T1 = you can breathe comfortably through just your nose. 

• Just over T1 = you start to feel the need to exhale through your mouth 

• Between T1 & T2 = a combination of nose and mouth breathing 

• T2 and above = mouth breathing only  
If this is new to you please give it a try on your own and in your next class. Then let me know 
your experiences. 
 
The Climb & Assessment: 
As we move into the climb I ask everyone to maintain a comfortable cadence and add load until 
you feel the need to stand – but we don’t. We will be climbing this hill in the saddle until the last 
minute where the hill gets steeper and it forces us to stand.  
A long climb like this perfect for discovering your Aerobic Threshold. For most of us this is 
the place where you can no longer breathe in and out only through your nose. I would like 
you to close your mouth and get comfortable breathing just through your nose. Next we are 
going to maintain our pedal speeds and feel for your intensity to reach the the point where you 
feel some distress / discomfort breathing only through your nose…now hold your effort there 
while we battle this climb. As you are still warming up you may begin to feel your body adapting 
and with it will come some comfort. Many of you will be able to close your mouth again. When 
that happens, that is your signal to add another gear, and bring yourself back to that place 
where you can breathe in through your nose, but need to exhale out your mouth. 
For those of you with a HR monitor, each time you get to the point where you feel the transition 
in your breathing, check your HR. For many of you with an understanding of your Anaerobic 
Threshold AT/LT you should be seeing a number that is about 10% less than your typical 
AT/LT. I’m trying to get all of you to understand the feeling of crossing this metabolic threshold.    
 
Over the next 7 minutes we repeat this process of adding load, feeling the additional stress, the 
transition in our breathing, waiting for our bodies to adapt, feeling the comfort and then we do it 
again. I’m encouraging everyone to work independently, cueing themselves based on how 
they are feeling and responding. The process should have everyone warm, working above T1 
(into Zone 3) and ready to work. 
 
As we approach the final minute I ask them to continue maintaining their pedal speed while we 
add the final gear that forces us up and out until we reach the top.     
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Segment #3 – 20 Minutes Endurance  
Here’s where I explain His, Hers & Ours. 
Riding a Tandem creates an interesting dilemma, He wants a faster cadence with lighter pedals 
and she wants to push a bigger gear at something a bit slower. You both want to keep your road 
speed constant and impressive to those following. As the Captain, you will shift back and forth 
between smaller and larger gears. 
I tell the class that we will stay above T1 (middle of Zone 3) and alternate between His (Light 
and Quick) or Hers (Heavy and Slow) 
His – 80ish RPM 
Hers – 70ish RPM 
 
You can cue these changes at any interval – reminding everyone that it’s important that they 
feel the continuous challenge, regardless of the varying pedal speeds. 
 
At the 31:45 mark there is a short climb where you can describe Ours – Have them through on a 
very big gear so the two of you can stand while keeping a slightly slower 60ish RPM. You can 
explain; with the two of you out of the saddle it’s important to have plenty to stand on.   
Control your body and balance so as not to effect the steering of the bicycle. 
 
Segment #4 - 15 minutes of Rolling Country 
This segment begins with another Ours short climb and then you will continue to cue His and 
Hers changes and ends the same with another Ours short climb where we can take a quick 
saddle break before the final climb of the ride. Note: here is where you will want to fast forward 
the DVD if you need to leave 5 minutes at the end. 
 
Segment #5 
I frequently refer to Minnesota as the “Flat Lands” but this climb to the top of the bluffs was 
tough! Introduce the concept of “Pre-Breathing” (you may catch me doing it on the video) to your 
class in advance of a very hard effort; This 9 minute climb to the top of the bluffs will take 
everything you and your Stoker have. Take a moment to “Pre-Breathe” to bring more oxygen to 
your bloodstream in preparation of the effort ahead of us… long slow breath in… very complete 
exhale out. Now add that Ours gear but stay in the saddle. Your intensity will be harder than at 
any point in the class. Your objective is to drop all the riders who have ridden your wheel and 
show everyone who the dominate team is today!       
 
I try to keep my coaching to a minimum on this final climb. The only thing I tend to correct is 
when I see someone with too slow a cadence. You decide if you want to keep them in the 
saddle for the whole climb or not. Enjoy teaching this ride!    
 
 
His, Hers & Ours / Epic Red Wing DVD Playlist 
 
Offshore-Original Mix/Chicane/7:00/The Best of Chicane – hat tip to MI Mark Tickner  
Damage/Kosheen/6:31/Damage 
2046/Saafi Brothers/14:25/Mystic Cigarettes 
Cominagetcha/Propellarheads/7:03/Decksandrumsandrockandroll 
Halcyon/Chicane/7:15/The Best of Chicane 
Hide U/Kosheen/4:11/Resist 
Breathe In/Frou Frou/4:37/Details 
Desiderium 207 & Mirage-Extended Version/Armin Van Buuren, Susana/10:08/Mirage 


